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What is the journal’s open access model?

The journal is 100% open access

Does it ask for article processing charges (APC)?

No! Yes.

Is your research funded by the SNSF or another funder?

Yes! No.

Congratulations! This is called “Diamond OA”

The journal is hybrid (partly open access)


Yes! No.

APC costs (Gold OA) might be covered by our Read & Publish agreements

Only for IHEID corresponding authors. Some publishers offer limited quota. Non-research articles may be excluded.

The journal is subscription-only
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APC costs (Gold OA)

Your funder should cover your APC costs (Gold OA)

Publish your accepted manuscript on our repository (Green OA) and check the journal’s self-archiving policy on Sherpa Romeo for the embargo period

The SNSF and some other funders require immediate OA with no embargo!